1. Introduction {#SEC1}
===============

The response of sessile lifeforms like plants to environmental alterations like heat stress (HS) is dependent on a complex network of distinct and interconnected pathways to maintain protein homeostasis and minimize cellular damage. Heat shock proteins (Hsps) are examples for HS-induced genes in various plant species,[@dsw051-B1] which contribute to thermotolerance as shown by genetic studies.[@dsw051-B7] The majority of these HS-induced genes are under the control of HS transcription factors (Hsfs). Although metazoans and fungi contain only one, plant genomes code for a large repertoire of Hsfs, which are of major importance due to their ability to rapidly activate the transcription of essential genes for stress response and survival.[@dsw051-B11]

In addition to transcriptional changes, pre-mRNA alternative splicing (AS) is another important mechanism involved in heat stress response (HSR).[@dsw051-B12] Splicing is a central process for pre-mRNA maturation of intron-containing genes in all eukaryotic organisms.[@dsw051-B13]^,^[@dsw051-B14] In response to environmental or developmental stimuli, AS of a single pre-mRNA can lead to various transcripts that may code for different functional protein variants.[@dsw051-B15] AS is a key mechanism for eukaryotes to increase proteome diversity from a defined number of pre-mRNAs.[@dsw051-B16]^,^[@dsw051-B17] Consequently, AS is a common regulatory mechanism and the enhanced transcriptome diversity is required for stress adaptation[@dsw051-B18] and definition of plant tissue identity.[@dsw051-B19] In line, in plants about 61% of multi-exon genes are alternative spliced.[@dsw051-B20]

At stage, at least four different modes of AS are annotated as intron retention (IR), exon skipping (ES), alternative acceptor (AA) and alternative donor (AD) site splicing.[@dsw051-B20] IR occurs when an intron is not removed from the pre-mRNA and remains in the mature mRNA. ES describes the event where an exon is spliced out of the pre-mRNA and AA and AD describe the usage of alternative 3′ and 5′ splice sites by the spliceosome, respectively.[@dsw051-B21] The various modes of AS can lead to premature termination codons (PTCs) resulting either in degradation of the mRNA through the nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) pathway or translation of a truncated protein.[@dsw051-B22]^,^[@dsw051-B23] In addition, AS can result in changes or complete removal of functional domains, which may lead to proteins with novel functions.[@dsw051-B24] The prevalent AS event in *Arabidopsis thaliana* is IR that leads to PTCs.[@dsw051-B25]^,^[@dsw051-B26]

Therefore, the analysis of genome-wide AS especially in crop plants is of major interest to describe the mechanisms involved in stress response[@dsw051-B27] and pollen development.[@dsw051-B28] Based on this, we analysed the transcriptome of tomato (*Solanum lycopersicum*) pollen as model for a reduced tissue (two or three celled structure)[@dsw051-B29]. Pollen development is characterized by a remarkable sensitivity to high temperatures.[@dsw051-B30]^,^[@dsw051-B31] For example, plants exposed to HS show decreased pollen viability,[@dsw051-B32] which can cause sterility and in an agricultural aspect lead to crop damage.[@dsw051-B33]

We used pollen from two different tomato cultivars, namely Moneymaker and Red Setter to analyse the changes induced by AS in response to HS using RNA-seq datasets. The application of two cultivars enabled us to exclude genotype specific AS and focus on HS induced AS. We focused on changes induced by IR, ES, AA and AD. Additionally, HS-dependent accumulation and reduction of AS events in specific genes was observed and these genes used to identify biological processes affected by AS under HS. In the end, transcriptome assembly led to the identification of 141 HS-specific and 22 HS-repressed transcripts. HS-specific and repressed putative protein isoforms were analysed concerning length differences in general and functional changes due to loss, gain or change of functional domains. We observed transcripts with steady expression levels under control conditions and HS showing a clear difference in the occurrence of specific isoforms partially or completely lacking functional domains. The latter exemplifies that post transcriptional AS leads to synthesis of transcripts putatively encoding for alternative protein isoforms, which might be required for HSR.

2. Materials and methods
========================

2.1. Plant material, stress treatment and pollen analysis
---------------------------------------------------------

Tomato plants (*S.lycopersicum* cv. Moneymaker and Red Setter) were grown under controlled greenhouse conditions (24 °C/18 °C, day/night temperature; 60% humidity). Eight-week old flowering plants were transferred to a climate chamber and exposed to a 39°C HS treatment for 1 h and then allowed to recover till anthesis. Flowers that received the stress 9--12 days before anthesis, corresponding to pollen meiosis and tetrads stages of development were analysed for pollen viability and number as previously described.[@dsw051-B34] In total 15--20 plants were used for the analysis for each genotype and treatment, and the experiment was repeated three independent times.

For RNAseq analysis flowering plants received the same treatment and buds were collected directly after HS or allowed to recover for 1.5 h at 24 °C. Untreated/control plants were kept at 24°C for the same time. Anthers from four flower buds were sampled in 500 µl of germination solution (2 mM boric acid, 2 mM calcium nitrate, 2 mM magnesium sulphate, 1 mM potassium nitrate) and squeezed open with slight mechanical stress, vortexed and filtered through muslin cloth. The collected pollen grains were harvested by centrifugation at 10,000× g for 15 min at 4 °C. The pelleted pollen were washed in 200 µl germination solution and centrifuged at 1,000× g for 1 min at 4 °C. This step was repeated a couple of times to remove the unwanted material. In total, more than 100 flower buds were used for pollen isolation. Purity of pollen was inspected under a light microscope. After isolation of pollen, all developmental pollen stages (microspore mother cell, tetrads, microspores and mature pollen) were pooled together for each of the four conditions: cv. Moneymaker-CO, cv. Moneymaker-HS, cv. Red Setter-CO and cv. Red Setter-HS. For each condition, two biological replicates were used for RNA-seq analysis, and another three independent biological replicates were used for qPCR analysis.

2.2. RNA isolation and mRNA sequencing
--------------------------------------

Total RNA was extracted from pollen of all eight samples using the E.Z.N.A. Plant RNA Kit (Omega Bio-Tek, Norcross, GA, USA). Total RNA was used for the preparation of mRNA-seq libraries (GenXPro GmbH, Frankfurt Main, Germany) by performing rRNA depletion and enrichment of mRNA via polyadenylation (polyA) selection and purification.[@dsw051-B35] Constructed libraries from each replicate of cv. Moneymaker and cv. Red Setter were strand-specific sequenced (paired-end) with a read length of 135 bases on a HiSeq2500 (GenXPro GmbH, Frankfurt Main). The mRNA-seq datasets discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar *et al.*, 2002) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE80556 (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE80556>).

2.3. Read alignment and identification of AS events
---------------------------------------------------

The eight FASTQ files were aligned in paired-end mode to the *S. lycopersicum* genome (version ITAG2.4, cv. Heinz) available from the Sol Genomics Network.[@dsw051-B36] The alignment of the RNA-seq reads onto the reference genome was done via TopHat2 (version 2.0.13)[@dsw051-B37] using the following alterations of default parameters: --max-multihits 1; --min-intron-length 36; --max-intron-length 50,000; --mate-inner-dist 300; --mate-std-dev 100. The parameters were chosen due to the fact that the wild form of tomato *Solanumpimpinellifolium* has only a nucleotide divergence of 0.6%[@dsw051-B38] and by this our cultivars should have no more divergence.

Next, the Pearson correlation coefficient of read counts was computed pairwise between all samples based on computed read counts of all genes. Read counts were obtained by counting the number of reads (NuR) aligned on a specific gene. Due to the high correlation (\>0.99) and small biological variation between biological replicates, the TopHat2 alignments of biological replicates were merged into a single alignment file resulting in four final alignment files (Moneymaker CO, Moneymaker HS, Red Setter CO and Red Setter HS).

Next, TopHat2 alignments were used for the identification of AS events, namely IR, ES, AA and AD. For this purpose, the coordinates of all annotated introns and exons were extracted from the ITAG2.4 corresponding Generic feature format version 3 (GFF3) file of *S. lycopersicum*. Introns were assumed to be retained (IR) if all positions of the intron were covered by at least one read. The other three exon specific events (ES, AA and AD) were considered to be present if the NuR witnessing the particular event exceeded the average genome coverage per position of each library.

2.4. FPKM calculation and verification
--------------------------------------

As cDNA fragments were sequenced from both ends (paired-end reads), quantification was done by counting paired reads as one fragment. Assignment of fragments was preceded to annotated exons of gene models (gene fragments). The assignment of fragment counts was performed with htseq-count of the High-Throughput Sequencing python framework (HTSeq).[@dsw051-B39] Afterwards, for each gene the number of gene fragments was normalized by the size of the library and the length of all exons within the gene. Finally, multiplication by one billion (to counteract the division by kilobase and by million mapped reads) resulted in FPKM (fragments per kilo base of exon per million fragments mapped) values for genes.

FPKM calculation was verified by qRT-PCR. cDNA synthesis was performed with 1 μg of total RNA using the Revert Aid reverse transcriptase (Thermo Scientific) following the manufacturer's instructions. The expression of selected genes was investigated by real-time PCR on a Stratagene Mx3000P cycler (Agilent Technologies). The qRT-PCR reaction (10 μl) included gene specific primers ([Supplementary Materials S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), PerfeCTa SYBR Green FastMix Low ROX™ (Quanta Biosciencies) and the appropriate cDNA template. Thermal cycling conditions were 95°C/3 min followed by 95°C/15 s, 60°C/30 s, 72°C/30 s for 40 cycles. Gene primers ([Supplementary Materials S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were designed using PRIMER3 (<http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer/primer3.cgi/>; September 2016). Data were analysed by standard methods[@dsw051-B40] and presented as relative levels of gene expression using ubiquitin (UBI; Solyc07g064130) and EF1α (Solyc06g005060) genes as internal standards. Each qRT-PCR reaction was repeated three times on the basis of three independent biological replicates. The RNA used for qRT-PCR analysis was independent from the RNA used for RNA-seq.

2.5. Detection of HS-dependent IR and ES events
-----------------------------------------------

At first, the frequency of all IR and ES was determined by normalizing the NuR witnessing the event to the size of the respective library. For determination of HS-dependent accumulation or reduction of the IR and ES events, the frequencies of the events were first normalized to the expression of the underlying gene by dividing it by the FPKM value of the gene. Next, log~2~ fold changes between the ratios of the HS libraries and the CO libraries were computed for each cultivar (Formula 1): $${\text{HS~induction=}\,\text{log}\,}_{2}\left( {\ \frac{\left( {\ \frac{\text{Frequency}_{\text{Event}}}{\text{FPKM}}\ } \right)_{\text{HS}}}{\left( {\ \frac{\text{Frequency}_{\text{Event}}}{\text{FPKM}}\ } \right)_{\text{CO}}}\ } \right)_{}$$

Afterwards, genes were discriminated by this in sets of (I) HS-dependent accumulation of AS and (II) HS-dependent reduction of AS. Regarding the first set (I), IR and ES events of the upper 5% quantiles of the log~2~ fold change distributions and exclusively occurring under HS were determined. In the next step IR and ES events were assigned to genes. Finally, only genes showing HS-dependent accumulation of at least one common AS event (IR or ES) in both cultivars were extracted. Regarding the second set (II), in a similar approach genes showing HS-dependent reduction of AS were identified by extracting those IR and ES events of the lower 5% quantile and those exclusively present under CO.

2.6. Gene set enrichment analysis
---------------------------------

Gene ontology (GO)[@dsw051-B41] terms were assigned to all annotated genes (ITAG 2.4) via InterProScan (version 5.14-53.0).[@dsw051-B42] Next, genes alternatively spliced under HS and CO conditions were analysed for enrichment of GO terms related to the biological process category. The enrichment analysis was performed with the Cytoscape (version 3.2.1)[@dsw051-B43] plugin BiNGO (version 3.0.3)[@dsw051-B44] by using the Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) correction[@dsw051-B45] and applying an adjusted *P*-value cut-off of 0.01 as threshold. In addition, visual inspection of enriched GO terms was performed to exclude unspecific terms ([Supplementary Materials S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; bold terms). Terms were excluded if their function could be more precisely defined by a child-term (e.g. transport and intracellular transport).

2.7. HS-dependent transcript assembly
-------------------------------------

All mapped reads located in a range from 1 kilobase pair (kbp) downstream to 1 kbp upstream of genes showing HS-dependent accumulation or reduction of AS were extracted from TopHat2 Sequence Alignment/Map files of all four runs and used as input for reference based transcript assembly via Cufflinks (version 2.2.1).[@dsw051-B46] Cufflinks was executed with default parameters except for the following modifications: --min-isoform-fraction 0.05; --pre-mRNA-fraction 0.05; --small-anchor-fraction 0.05.

Transcripts assembled by Cufflinks were afterwards assigned to annotated tomato genes of the ITAG2.4 and renamed concerning the identifier (e.g. SolycXXgYYYYYY) of the gene. Next, all transcripts assigned to the same gene identifier were compared between HS and CO condition and those present only under HS for both cultivars determined as HS-specific transcripts and those only present under CO for both cultivars as HS-repressed transcripts. Transcripts were assumed to be similar if all underlying exon coordinates were identical except for the start coordinate of the first and the end coordinate of the last exon as such differences are expected to lead to alternative untranslated regions (UTRs) without an effect on the coding sequence (CDS).

2.8. Identification of AS events in HS-specific and repressed transcripts
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

HS-specific and -repressed transcripts were compared with the transcripts annotated in the GFF3 of the ITAG2.4. In a first step, transcripts, whose exterior exons were not overlapping the exterior exons of the ITAG2.4 (inconsistent length) were excluded. In a second step, transcripts covering more than one annotated tomato gene (multisolyc transcripts) or containing no stop codon (transcripts with no CDS) were excluded. Next, the remaining transcripts were sub-divided into five groups based on the presence and absence of AS events: transcripts with only IR (i, only IR), transcripts with only ES (ii, only ES), transcripts with mixtures of IR and ES (iii, IR + ES), transcripts with other events than only IR and ES like AA and AD events as well as not annotated introns and exons (iv, others) and transcripts showing no difference in their splicing pattern to the ITAG2.4 annotation (v, perfectly).

2.9. Confirmation of HS-specific isoforms via RT-PCR
----------------------------------------------------

Transcripts assembled via Cufflinks and TopHat2 based on RNA-seq data were verified via RT-PCR. One microgram of total RNA was used for cDNA synthesis with Revert Aid reverse transcriptase (Thermo Scientific) following the manufacturer's protocol. Splicing of selected genes was monitored by RT-PCR using specific primers ([Supplementary Materials S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Four transcripts were chosen, one serves as control with no AS isoform in all four samples (Solyc08g068350). The other three transcripts contain HS-specific IR (Solyc09g074680), ES (Solyc03g121800) or both (Solyc10g084400) in the HS datasets.

2.10. Functional domain analysis
--------------------------------

As a first step, the CDS within the HS-specific and repressed transcripts was determined. The CDS search was performed by taking the start codon annotated in the ITAG2.4 as starting point and searching for the first stop codon (TAA, TAG or TGA). The obtained CDSs of all transcripts were then translated into protein sequences and together with the corresponding annotated protein sequences of tomato ITAG2.4 analysed for functional domains. For domain detection the protein families database (PFAM)[@dsw051-B47] and HMMER3[@dsw051-B48] were used executing hmmscan with default parameters. After that, the predicted domains were compared between the predicted and annotated proteins to identify gain, loss and changes in the domain architecture.

2.11. Large datasets
--------------------

The mRNA-seq datasets discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus[@dsw051-B49] and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE80556 (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE80556>). Sixteen paired-end fastq files for eight samples are deposited. These eight samples are from tow tomato cultivars (Moneymaker and Red Setter) and treated with HS (39 °C) or under control conditions (25 °C) in two replicates each.

3. Results
==========

3.1. AS events in tomato pollen in response to HS
-------------------------------------------------

To analyse the effect of HS on the transcriptional fate of tomato pollen, total RNA of pooled developmental stages of pollen was extracted from Moneymaker and Red Setter tomato plants. Phenotypic analysis revealed that the short (1 h) HS at 39°C did not affect the viability of Moneymaker pollen but caused a 21% reduction in Red Setter ([Supplementary Materials S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The analysis was done for the earlier developmental stages, which are considered as more sensitive to elevated temperatures. Subsequently, the selection of these two cultivars allowed us to analyse changes occurring in two genotypes with slight pollen thermotolerance differences. In a similar manner, for genome-wide transcriptome analysis, flowering plants were exposed to 39 °C for 1 h and pollen was isolated directly after the treatment as well as after recovery of flowers at 25 °C for 1.5 h. Both pollen samples were combined. By this way we were able to monitor the AS events occurring during HS and during the recovery from HS, as both represent important phases of stress response with distinct transcriptional signatures.[@dsw051-B50] To analyse the HSR, pollen from plants kept at 25 °C were isolated and analysed. This sample is annotated as control (CO).

RNA-seq libraries from two biological replicates were constructed for HS and CO conditions for both cultivars. After sequencing, all libraries were aligned to the tomato genome of cultivar Heinz with the spliced aligner TopHat2.[@dsw051-B37] In contrast to *de novo* or reference based transcriptome assembly,[@dsw051-B35] the alignment to a reference genome allows the expression analysis and the detection of AS events for annotated genes. A high Pearson correlation between the read counts of biological replicates ([Supplementary Materials S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), allowed us to merge their alignments into a single file leading to four samples to be analysed (Moneymaker CO, Moneymaker HS, Red Setter CO and Red Setter HS) with a total amount of more than 280 million reads each ([Table 1](#dsw051-T1){ref-type="table"}). The rate of read alignment slightly differed between the four libraries ranging from 42% for Moneymaker-CO to 61% for Red Setter-HS. Reads witnessing an IR, ES, AA or AD event were traced in the alignment files. Table 1.Statistics of mRNA-Seq librariesMoneymakerRed SetterCOHSCOHS**NuR**285,468,115329,165,337280,177,153351,372,546**AR**120,969,297192,550,586160,831,268213,563,554**%**42.458.557.460.8[^3]

We compared the alignment position with the exon-intron structures of the gene annotation in the *S.lycopersicum* cv. Heinz genome (ITAG2.4; <http://solgenomics.net/>; cv. Heinz 1706) ([Fig. 1A](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}). An IR was assumed to be present if the respective intron was covered at each position by at least one read. An ES was assigned if a read was aligned to two exons excluding another exon or even more exons in between. In the same line, we annotated an AA and AD in case that a read was aligned to two exons, but either the donor or acceptor site differed from that deposited one in the database. An ES, AD and AA event was considered significant when the NuR witnessing the AS event exceeded the average genome coverage of the library. Figure 1AS events in pollen of different tomato cultivars exposed to HS. **(A)** Schematic representation for detection of AS events using reads witnessing a particular event. Detected events are IRs, ESs, AD sites and AA sites. **(B and C)** representing the number of genes showing particular AS events (IR, ES, AA and AD) under CO, HS or both conditions (Overlap) for the cultivars Moneymaker (**B**) and Red Setter (**C**).

For each of the four AS events the number of genes showing this particular event was determined, where multiple occurrences of the event in a single gene were counted only once. The number of genes with a particular IR and ES event is clearly different between the CO and HS conditions. We observed 8,415 genes with IR under HS, and 4,578 genes with IR under CO in Moneymaker ([Fig. 1B](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}). About 87% of the genes with IR found at CO also showed an IR under HS ([Fig. 1B](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}, grey bar). In Red Setter we observed only a slight increase of genes with IR at HS (8,795 genes) when compared with CO (8,394 genes), while the total number of genes with IR under HS conditions is rather comparable in both cultivars. We realized that IR is by far the most common AS event ([Fig. 1B and C](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, an increase of genes with ES from 684/612 under CO to 1,225/901 genes under HS was observed in Moneymaker and Red Setter, respectively. In contrast the number of genes with AA and AD did not increase upon HS in the two cultivars. Remarkably, 54 and 61% of all genes with ES under CO and HS occur in both cultivars. Further, 81/89% of all genes with IR in Moneymaker were also present in Red Setter under control or HS conditions. These findings demonstrate that AS is a general temperature-dependent response, while cultivar-specific AS exists depending on the AS event and condition ([Supplementary Materials S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3.2. HS-dependent IR and ES events in tomato pollen
---------------------------------------------------

The increase of genes with IR and ES events in tomato pollen upon HS might indicate heat-sensitive IR and ES. Next, we checked whether the different AS events are related with the abundance of expression of the respective genes. For this purpose we determined the FPKM normalized expression of all genes and categorized them with respect to their AS behavior, meaning AS under both, one or none of the conditions ([Supplementary Materials S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In total, 23,868 (Moneymaker) and 25,314 (Red Setter) genes showed an FPKM \> 1 in both conditions (CO and HS), respectively. For the majority of these genes (58.7 and 56.8%) we did not identify reads that would indicate AS events. In turn, for 22.3 and 28.8% of all genes reads were identified, which suggest the existence of alternatively spliced transcripts under both conditions in Moneymaker and Red Setter, respectively. Differences between cultivars were observed for genes showing AS under a single condition. For Moneymaker we found with 15.7% a five times higher amount of genes with alternatively spliced transcripts under HS compared with CO (3.25%). For Red Setter we realized nearly similar amounts of alternatively spliced transcripts under HS (7.6%) and CO (6.7%). Notably, the identification of AS was not dependent on FPKM expression of a certain gene ([Supplementary Materials S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For verification of FPKM expression levels, these were correlated with expression levels obtained from qPCR. Results revealed for both Moneymaker and Red Setter correlation higher than 0.97 ([Supplementary Materials S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, we aimed to rule out a potential dependency of detected IR events on the number of introns comprised in a gene. Therefore, genes were examined for their intron density and the amount of retained introns ([Supplementary Materials S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although a small number of individual genes showed a higher degree of retained introns with up to 12 IR events ([Supplementary Materials S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, white scatter plot), the general tendency revealed an accumulation of IR between zero and three IR events. This observation was irrespective of the number of introns contained in a gene, where Moneymaker CO showed the lowest abundance with the majority of genes having only up to one IR event ([Supplementary Materials S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, contour plot). In addition, we compared these observations to a model supporting a dependency between the amount of IR events and the number of introns in a gene ([Supplementary Materials S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, red scatter plot), but no relationship could be detected. These results confirm that detection of AS is neither dependent on the expression of the underlying gene nor on the composition of the gene and by this shows that AS is a controlled mechanism and no side effect.

Consequently, we aimed to quantify the alteration of IR and ES between the two conditions at intron and exon resolution, respectively. For this purpose, the IR frequency of each intron and the ES frequency of each exon were normalized to the library size and the expression of the underlying gene (Formula 1). The log~2~ value of the normalized frequency under HS divided by the normalized frequency under CO serves as a measure of HS-dependent accumulation (positive log~2~ ratio) or reduction (negative log~2~ ratio) for IR and ES ([Fig. 2A and B](#dsw051-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the fold change distribution of IR (light and dark blue) and ES frequency (light and dark orange) for both cultivars represents a normal distribution. In total, 4,331/8,275 IR and 553/618 ES events could be detected in both conditions for Moneymaker (light color) and Red Setter (dark color), respectively. Thus, we defined for each cultivar the IR and ES events of the upper (accumulation) and lower (reduction) 5% quantile of the respective IR and ES distribution as HS-dependent ([Fig. 2A and B](#dsw051-F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, 10,882 and 7,334 IR events as well as 1,178 and 735 ES events solely occur under HS in Moneymaker or Red Setter, respectively ([Fig. 2C](#dsw051-F2){ref-type="fig"}). These events were added to the respective set of IR and ES events accumulating under HS (in total: 11,099 IR events in Moneymaker and 7,748 IR events in Red Setter; 1,206 ES events in Moneymaker and 766 ES events in Red Setter). Similarly, the 1,625/5,224 IR and 309/243 ES events exclusively found under CO condition in Moneymaker or Red Setter were added to the respective set of IR and ES events reduced under HS (in total: 1,842 IR events in Moneymaker and 5,638 IR events in Red Setter; 337 ES events in Moneymaker and 274 ES events in Red Setter). This demonstrates that induction of AS events like IR and ES is a more abundant regulatory mode in HSR than the reduction of AS events, irrespective of the cultivar analysed. Figure 2Detection of IR and ES events accumulated or reduced under HS. **(A and B)** show the distribution of HS-dependent accumulated (log2 ratio \> 0) and HS-dependent reduced (log2 ratio \< 0) IR (light and dark blue) and ES (light and dark orange) events. The log2 ratio is based on normalized event frequencies between HS and CO samples in Moneymaker (A) and Red Setter (B). Given in C is the number of IR and ES solely detected under HS or CO condition for both Moneymaker and Red Setter.

3.3. Processes affected by HS-dependent IR and ES events in tomato pollen
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

After the global analysis of splicing events we aimed at the definition of the global network of genes regulated by AS under HS irrespective of genotype specificities. Thus, we searched for genes regulated by the same type of AS event (IR or ES) in both cultivars under HS or CO conditions, respectively. To this end, we collected all genes for which at least one IR or ES event shows HS-dependent accumulation or HS-dependent reduction and determined the overlap between both cultivars. Approximately 7,500 genes with HS-dependent accumulation of IR and ES were detected ([Fig. 3A](#dsw051-F3){ref-type="fig"}). For ∼3,400 genes at least one IR or one ES event occurred in both cultivars ([Fig. 3A;](#dsw051-F3){ref-type="fig"} white numerals). The majority of these genes (2,731) contained only IR events in both cultivars. HS-dependent reduction of IR and/or ES was found in 4,846 genes ([Fig. 3B](#dsw051-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Most genes contained an IR solely in Red Setter (2,974 genes). In contrast, only 19% of the genes shared at least the same AS event type in both cultivars ([Fig. 3B;](#dsw051-F3){ref-type="fig"} white numerals). Thus, we postulate that the HS-dependent accumulation of IR and ES appears to be more global, while the reduction seems to be more cultivar specific ([Fig. 3A and B](#dsw051-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3Genes showing HS-dependent accumulation or reduction of AS in pollen. **(A)** and **(B)** display Venn diagrams representing the overlap of IR and ES containing genes showing HS-dependent accumulation (A) or reduction (B). Genes featuring IR (light and dark blue) and/or ES (light and dark orange) for the cultivars Moneymaker and Red Setter are shown. Numbers in white and bold lines indicate genes showing at least one common IR or ES event in both cultivars.

Finally, we inspected for all genes found to be modulated by IR or ES whether at least one event targets the same intron or exon in both cultivars. In total, we observed 2,343 genes for which the same AS event shows HS-dependent accumulation and 451 genes with the same HS-dependent AS reduction event in both cultivars. Subsequently, enrichment of GO terms was performed to identify the cellular functions that are affected by alterations of IR or ES events in response to HS ([Fig. 4](#dsw051-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the analysis of the 451 genes with HS-dependent IR or ES reduction did not lead to the enrichment of any biological category annotated in the GO term database. Figure 4Enriched biological processes due to HS-dependent accumulation of AS. Enriched GO terms (biological process) within the 2,343 genes showing HS-dependent accumulation of AS. Character sizes are dependent on the adjusted *P*-values (Benjamini and Hochberg FDR correction with a \< 0.01 significance level) of the enrichment analysis, whereby bigger character sizes indicate lower p-values. Coloring of the biological process terms is related to their affiliation to functional categories, namely heat response (orange); gene expression (red), biosynthetic processes (green) as well as transport and localization (blue).

HS-dependent IR or ES accumulation was found to be enriched in genes coding for proteins represented by 33 GO terms ([Fig. 4](#dsw051-F4){ref-type="fig"}), which fall in four general functional categories: (i) gene expression, RNA modification, translation and protein folding ([Fig. 4](#dsw051-F4){ref-type="fig"}, red), (ii) localization and transport ([Fig. 4](#dsw051-F4){ref-type="fig"}, blue), (iii) heat response ([Fig. 4](#dsw051-F4){ref-type="fig"}, orange) and (iv) metabolic related processes ([Fig. 4](#dsw051-F4){ref-type="fig"}, green). One of the most enriched GO terms is protein folding and gene expression. In the category protein folding we identified genes coding for Hsps, namely seven genes coding for Hsp90, four for Hsp70, eight for HSP60, seven for Hsp40 and three for HSP10 ([Table 2](#dsw051-T2){ref-type="table"}). With this, we found IR or ES events for all Hsp90 coding genes, 19% of all Hsp70 coding genes, 44% of all HSP60 coding genes, 7% of all Hsp40 coding genes and 75% of all HSP10 coding genes.[@dsw051-B2] The category gene expression comprised many transcription factors including six Hsfs ([Table 2](#dsw051-T2){ref-type="table"}).[@dsw051-B11] The latter is remarkable, as 27 Hsf coding genes exist in the genome of tomato[@dsw051-B11] and thus, for 22% a HS-dependent accumulation of a splice variant is found. This observation suggests that AS is involved in the complex regulatory network of HSR.[@dsw051-B12]Table 2Genes involved in protein folding and gene expression altered by HS-dependent IR or ES accumulationGO-termProtein familyProteinGene acc. numberprotein foldingHsp90Hsp90-1Solyc12g015880Hsp90-2Solyc07g065840Hsp90-3Solyc06g036290Hsp90-4Solyc03g007890Hsp90-5Solyc05g010670Hsp90-6Solyc07g047790Hsp90-7Solyc04g081570Hsp70Hsp70-9Solyc11g020040Hsp70-11Solyc01g103450Hsp70-12Solyc01g106210Hsp70-13Solyc01g106260HSP60Cpn60 (1)Solyc05g053470Cpn60 (2)Solyc09g091180Cpn60 (3)Solyc03g121640Cpn60-α (2)Solyc11g069790Cpn60-β (1)Solyc01g028810Cpn60-β (2)Solyc03g120850CCT-γSolyc05g056310CCT-εSolyc05g013990Hsp40DnaJ-ASolyc01g105340DnaJ-ASolyc01g086740DnaJ-ASolyc11g071830DnaJ-ASolyc03g118500DnaJ-ASolyc01g090550DnaJ-BSolyc02g077670DnaJ-BSolyc01g079610HSP10Cpn10-PSolyc01g088610Cpn10 (1)-MSolyc05g056390Cpn21-PSolyc07g042250transcription factorHsfsHsfA1bSolyc03g097120HsfA2Solyc08g062960HsfA3Solyc09g009100HsfA7Solyc09g065660HsfB2aSolyc03g026020HsfB1Solyc02g090820

3.4. Occurrence of HS-related alternative transcripts
-----------------------------------------------------

So far, AS events were analysed independently for each intron and exon without drawing conclusions concerning putative transcripts. Therefore, we performed reference based transcriptome assembly for the 2,343 and 451 genes showing HS-dependent accumulation or reduction of IR and ES events, respectively, in both cultivars (see 'Materials and methods' section). In brief, reads aligned to the genomic sequence in the range of 1 kb downstream to 1 kb upstream of the respective genes were collected for all four RNA-seq libraries (Moneymaker CO & HS and Red Setter CO & HS). These reads were used for each individual library as input for the transcriptome assembly. All assembled transcripts were annotated according to the annotation of the Heinz genome (ITAG2.4). For the 451 genes with HS-dependent reduction of AS about 1,400--1,900 transcripts were assembled in the various pools. More than 90% of these transcripts are assigned to gene identifiers ([Table 3](#dsw051-T3){ref-type="table"}). The remaining transcripts without assignment to gene identifiers result from reads aligned in proximity to the genes of interest, but are not derived from these. For genes with HS-dependent accumulation of AS ∼6,900 to 9,100 transcripts were established, and again \>90% of the transcripts could be assigned to at least one gene of the reference genome ([Table 3](#dsw051-T3){ref-type="table"}). Table 3.Transcriptome assembly descriptive statisticsGene setHS-dependent reductionHS-dependent accumulation**LibraryMoneymakerRed setterMoneymakerRed setterCOHSCOHSCOHSCOHSAssembled transcripts**1,8681,6391,5971,4818,3479,0886,9108,057**Transcripts with SolycID**1,7461,5521,5221,4007,8688,6526,6367,716[^4]

In depth analysis yielded 332 transcripts occurring only after HS (HS-specific transcripts) and 70 transcripts only under CO conditions (HS-repressed transcripts) in both cultivars. At first we confirmed that all of those transcripts are assigned to at least one gene of the reference genome. Second, we removed transcripts with inconsistent length, lack of CDS or assignment to more than one identifier as described in methods. Removal was performed due to the fact that these transcripts could comprise non-fully assembled transcripts and might represent misannotations in the ITAG2.4, which were not in the focus of our study. 58 and 69% of all HS-specific and HS-repressed transcripts, respectively, were excluded by this procedure from further analyses. The remaining 141 HS-specific and 22 HS-repressed transcripts were classified in five categories according to the AS event observed. Category 'i' unifies transcripts with IR only (i, only IR), category 'ii' transcripts with ES only (ii, only ES) and category 'iii' transcripts with IR and ES only (iii, IR + ES). Transcripts with other AS events in addition to or even in the absence of IR or ES (iv, others) were annotated as category 'iv' and transcripts without AS when compared with the ITAG2.4 as category 'v' (v, perfectly; [Fig. 5](#dsw051-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The latter two occurred if other events than IR or ES arise (i.e. AA, AD, not annotated introns or not annotated exons) or if the transcript annotated in the ITAG2.4 is only detected after HS and CO, respectively. Most transcripts show only IR (i: 36% HS-specific, 50% HS-repressed), while another large fraction represents perfectly spliced transcripts (v: 26% HS-specific, 23% HS-repressed). Interestingly, 26% of the HS-specific and of the 23% HS-repressed transcripts show modifications of the transcript distinct from IR or ES (iv). The results of the reference based transcriptome assembly were confirmed by RT-PCR analysis of three randomly selected genes with HS-specific transcripts and one gene constitutively spliced under all conditions ([Supplementary Materials S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Figure 5CDS length alterations of transcripts due to AS under HS in pollen. Shown are changes in CDS length for HS-repressed (dark grey; left) and HS-specific transcripts (light grey; right) due to AS. Transcripts were classified in five categories with respect to the AS events observed: Only IR events (only IR); only ES events (only ES); IR and ES events (IR + ES); other AS events than IR and ES (others); transcripts perfectly spliced (perfectly). Numbers above the bars indicate the amount of transcripts assigned to the different categories.

Afterwards the length of the CDS represented by the HS-specific and repressed transcripts was compared with the annotated CDSs (ITAG2.4). As expected no alterations of CDS length was observed for all perfectly spliced transcripts (perfectly; [Fig. 5](#dsw051-F5){ref-type="fig"}). In turn, the CDS encoded by the transcripts of category 'i'--'iv' showed generally a length reduction ([Fig. 5](#dsw051-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although this was expected for transcripts with ES, the shortened CDS for transcripts of category 'i' and 'iv' suggests the occurrence of PTCs. Therefore, alterations in the architecture of functional domains can be expected as well as the occurrence of PTCs.

3.5. Transcripts coding for proteins with altered domain architecture upon HS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analysed the domain architecture of the proteins putatively translated from the CDS of the HS-repressed or specific transcripts. Each CDS was translated into a protein sequence followed by a domain search with HMMER (hmmsearch).[@dsw051-B48] Predicted domains were compared with domains annotated for the proteins encoded by the CDS of the ITAG2.4. For both, the HS-repressed and specific proteins, at least 54% of the proteins had the same domain architecture as predicted for the annotated gene (No change; [Table 4](#dsw051-T4){ref-type="table"}). Only five HS-specific proteins showed a gain of functional domains (Gain and Gain + Loss; [Table 4](#dsw051-T4){ref-type="table"}). Nevertheless, only for the F-box/LRR-repeat protein (Solyc10g080020) a new F-box domain was detected going along with loss of a Fist_C domain. The remaining proteins showed either an AS-induced domain split, which led to the detection of two sub-domains, or an AS-induced transition to a similar domain. For example, the Calpain-2 catalytic subunit (Solyc11g068460) showed an IR induced switch from EF_hand_5 to left-hand domain. In turn, loss of domains constitutes for all of the alterations of the HS-repressed proteins and 88% of the alterations of the HS-specific proteins (Loss, [Table 4](#dsw051-T4){ref-type="table"}). To analyse this dominant effect of domain loss in more detail, all proteins with partial domain loss and translated from transcripts containing only IR and ES were inspected in more detail ([Table 5](#dsw051-T5){ref-type="table"}). Table 4.Domain alterations of HS-repressed and specific proteinsGainLossGain+LossNo change**HS avoi. proteinsonly ES**---1------**only IR**---7---4**IR+ES**------------**others**---2---3**perfectly**--------5**HS occ. proteinsonly ES**17---6**only IR**---17232**IR+ES**---3---1**others**---12221**perfectly**---------37[^5]Table 5.Proteins with partial domain loss encoded by alternatively spliced isoformsSolycFunctionCDSDomain alterations**HS avoioded proteins**IRSolyc10g079360.5transcription initiation factor IIB49.67![](dsw051ilf1.jpg)Solyc10g081600.1Rhomboid protease GlpG64.54![](dsw051ilf2.jpg)Solyc12g098930.1pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase72.82![](dsw051ilf3.jpg)**HS-specific prtoteins**IRSolyc01g065490.1Putative Aldo/keto reductase45.00![](dsw051ilf4.jpg)Solyc04g078050.2transcription initiation factor26.63![](dsw051ilf5.jpg)Solyc05g053190.1Putative tRNA pseudouridine synthase37.19![](dsw051ilf6.jpg)Solyc08g081070.3Mitochondrial carrier family Mitoferrin-162.13![](dsw051ilf7.jpg)Solyc09g074680.1Putative CRL complex subunit83.53![](dsw051ilf8.jpg)Solyc11g069490.1Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 regulatory subunit 343.98![](dsw051ilf9.jpg)ESSolyc10g009070.2RNA helicase DEAD3265.52![](dsw051ilf10.jpg)[^6]

We detected three HS-repressed transcripts that coded for proteins with the loss of at least one functional domain. We observed a transcript for the transcription initiation factor IIB (Solyc10g079360.5) coding for the protein without the two TFIIB repeats (TFIIB). The rhomboid protease GlpG (Solyc10g081600.1) encoded by the AS transcript does not contain the ubiquitin associated domain. Moreover, the AS containing transcript for pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (Solyc12g098930.1) does not code for the ATPase domain (HATPase_c).

In turn, seven proteins translated from HS-specific transcripts with at least one completely lost domain were detected. For four of the seven proteins (Solyc01g065490.1; Solyc05g053190.1; Solyc08g081070.3; Solyc11g069490.1) lost only repeated domains or motifs due to IR or ES. The remaining three proteins are the putative cullin-RING ubiquitin ligase (CRL) complex subunit (Solyc09g074680.1), which is lacking its neddylation site, a transcription initiation factor (Solyc04g078050.2) missing the TAF4 domain and the RNA helicase DEAD32 (Solyc10g009070.2) lacking the DBP10CT domain. The partial domain loss observed for these proteins raises the question whether the proteins would still be functional with either reduced or alternative function or if the underlying transcripts are triggered for NMD.

4. Discussion
=============

4.1. The degree of AS in response to HS is cultivar specific
------------------------------------------------------------

AS is a central regulatory mechanism to adjust transcript abundance or expand the diversity of the protein content.[@dsw051-B15] The observed number of AS events and the ratio between IR, ES, AD and AA events in tomato pollen ([Fig. 1](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}) are in agreement with recent studies on young tomato fruits.[@dsw051-B19] Furthermore, similar AS profiles have been observed in cereals[@dsw051-B27] and different tissues of *Zea mays*.[@dsw051-B51] Both studies demonstrated that IR is the most dominant AS event, followed by AA, AD and ES, which is the general tendency in plants.[@dsw051-B20] Moreover, we report an increase of the number of genes for which transcripts with IR or ES are identified under HS conditions ([Fig. 1](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Although this observation stands in contrast to the reported AS alteration in response to HS in *Physcomitrella patens*,[@dsw051-B18] our findings are in line with the observed enhanced number of IR events in response to salt and cold stress in *A.thaliana* and *S.lycopersicum*.[@dsw051-B52]^,^[@dsw051-B53] Consequently, these studies and our findings suggest that IR is a tissue independent general stress response mechanism.

In pollen, AS is a general regulatory process, independent of transctipt abundance or regulation under HS ([Supplementary Materials S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), or even with the number of introns of a gene ([Supplementary Materials S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The amount of observed IR and ES events after HS application is comparable between both tested cultivars ([Fig. 1](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}) and many HS-dependent accumulated or reduced IR and ES events were commonly detected in both cultivars ([Supplementary Materials S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, about 80% of all genes with transcripts carrying a HS dependent accumulated IR were found in both, Moneymaker and Red Setter. However, the number of genes with HS-dependent accumulated AS (2,343) exceeds the number of genes with HS reduced AS by a factor of five (451). This difference might be due to the reduced functionality of the spliceosome under HS, which is supported by the high number of HS-induced IR events.[@dsw051-B54]^,^[@dsw051-B55] However, the process of stress regulated AS is at least in parts specific. On the one hand, while many of alternative spliced transcripts carry NMD features, it was observed in *A. thaliana* that this does not necessarily lead to NMD.[@dsw051-B22] On the other hand, we observed a decline of specific AS events in response to HS ([Fig. 3](#dsw051-F3){ref-type="fig"}), which might be related to a reprogramming of splicing. The large overlap of observed AS events after HS between the two cultivars might even suggest that HS-induced AS is global regulatory mechanism rather than a cultivar specific event.

Although the degree of AS after HS is comparable between both cultivars ([Fig. 1](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}), differences in the amount of IR and ES events were observed in the transcriptome of non-stressed pollen ([Fig. 1](#dsw051-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Although the number of AS events is largely increased in pollen of Moneymaker after HS treatment, a high overlap (78%) of genes with transcripts with IR found under CO and HS conditions was observed for Red Setter. One possible interpretation could be that Red Setter exhibits higher sensitivity against HS than Moneymaker and HS-induced alteration already occur at conditions used as control. However, irrespective of the reason for the difference found for Red Setter and Moneymaker, due to the high amount of IR under control conditions Red Setter seems to have a lower capacity for alterations of the transcriptome by AS under HS than Moneymaker.

4.2. HS-related AS targets genes involved in HSR
------------------------------------------------

Commonly identified HS induced AS events in both cultivars mainly target genes coding for factors involved in protein folding and gene expression among other processes ([Fig. 4](#dsw051-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Within these functional categories, we realized an enrichment of AS events in HS related genes like Hsps and Hsfs exclusively under HS ([Table 2](#dsw051-T2){ref-type="table"}). Therefore, we aimed to analyse these two protein families in more detail with respect to HS-dependent accumulation of IR and ES events as not all members of these families were represented in the protein folding and gene expression category ([Supplementary Materials S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Within the set of Hsfs we observed up to four HS accumulated AS events in at least one cultivar, whereby the majority of these Hsfs were up-regulated upon HS like for example HsfA2 (Solyc08g062960) for both Moneymaker and Red Setter. In Hsp families 90, 70, 60 and 40 on the other side, the majority of Hsps were constitutively expressed but both HS induced and constitutively expressed Hsps showed a high degree of HS accumulated AS. For example, the two HS induced Hsp90s (Solyc06g036290 and Solyc03g007890) showed both two IR events and the constitutively expressed Hsp70-12 (Solyc01g106210) four IR events in both cultivars. A similar pattern was observed for the Hsp100 family, where the HS induced ClpB3 (Solyc02g088610) comprised seven HS accumulated IR events in Red Setter and the constitutively expressed ClpC1 (Solyc03g118340) two IR events in both cultivars.

The AS of Hsfs has been described in a variety of plant species, such as *Medicago sativa*, *A.thaliana* or *Oryza sativa*[@dsw051-B56]^,^[@dsw051-B57] and for different members of this family, including the HS induced HsfA2 in *A.thaliana*.[@dsw051-B12]^,^[@dsw051-B58] Many of these Hsf splice variants were shown to be subjected to NMD; however, for the HsfA2-III splice variant of *A.thaliana* a truncated translation product was detected.[@dsw051-B57] In contrast, for Hsps less about AS events is known. But for instance in human and rat, splice variants of heat-shock cognate protein 70 were identified, which are translated into truncated proteins lacking about 150 amino acid residues of the full-length protein.[@dsw051-B59]^,^[@dsw051-B60] In addition, AS of mouse HSP47 was shown to be induced by heat shock leading to an extension of the 5′UTR by 169 nucleotides and by this to higher translation efficiency.[@dsw051-B61] The HS accumulated IR events we observed for the different constitutively expressed and HS induced Hsps were all introducing PTCs. One possible reason might be that although we excluded a global dependency of AS detection from expression of the underlying gene ([Supplementary Materials S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), some of the IR events and especially the low abundant might be related to noisy splicing introduced by errors in the splicing process instead of a targeted process.[@dsw051-B62] On the other hand, the PTCs could lead to degradation of Hsp mRNAs by the NMD pathway if the mRNAs are NMD-sensitive.[@dsw051-B22] As we used pooled samples extracted directly after HS and after a recovery period, the IR events observed for the constitutively expressed Hsps might be associated to the sample extracted directly after HS, where transcript levels of these Hsps should be reduced with the purpose of a higher translation rate of HS induced Hsps.[@dsw051-B65] Similarly, IR events of HS induced Hsps might be related to the recovery period, where HS induced Hsps are no longer required and reduced by degradation of the respective PTC containing mRNAs.[@dsw051-B66] This mechanism has been described in mammals where targeted introduction of PTCs by retained introns led to degradation of transcripts not required for the physiology of the cell.[@dsw051-B53]

4.3. HS-related AS results in alteration of protein sequences
-------------------------------------------------------------

By reference based transcriptome assembly we detected various isoforms of pre-selected genes containing AS events accumulated or reduced dependent on HS compared with the annotation of tomato cultivar Heinz (ITAG 2.4).[@dsw051-B38] Within the 141 HS-specific and the 22 with HS-repressed transcripts, we observed an AS-induced length reduction of the CDS mainly due to PTC occurrence ([Fig. 5](#dsw051-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although most of these transcripts carry classical NMD features, it was recently shown that at least for some genes IR transcripts possessing NMD features are not sensitive to NMD.[@dsw051-B22] This suggests that at least 36% of HS-specific transcripts ([Fig. 5](#dsw051-F5){ref-type="fig"}, only IR) are putatively translated and not degraded. Among these proteins translated, six show a loss of at least one functional domain. The lack of one or more functional domains was shown to be a negative regulatory mechanism, where truncated isoforms may lack important domains but still form nonfunctional dimers that may compete with functional dimers.[@dsw051-B24]^,^[@dsw051-B67] This negative regulation was for example shown for different transcription factors[@dsw051-B68] and in our study we could also detect two transcription initiation factors (Solyc10g079360 and Solyc04g078050) having a putative competing isoform under HS. In addition, the observed C-terminal truncation of protein domains has been described recently.[@dsw051-B69] Such terminal domain truncation, also known as domain atrophy, may be introduced by PTCs but contrary to the expectation leaves the domain often functional, albeit reduced. Next to the proteins showing AS-induced domain loss, 26% of HS-specific transcripts were perfectly spliced ([Fig. 5](#dsw051-F5){ref-type="fig"}; perfectly). This means that under HS the normal protein function is maintained, whereas under CO either an alternative functionality of the protein or a degradation of the transcripts may occur.

Up to now, the main focus of studies dealing with cellular response to HS was focused on genes showing expression changes upon HS[@dsw051-B70]^,^[@dsw051-B71] as these are likely candidates with important roles in stress-regulatory networks.[@dsw051-B68] However, this procedure may have underestimated the importance of genes with constant expression. These genes may not contribute to the cellular stress response by expression changes but AS transcripts, which offers a new layer of stress response. To verify whether such a regulation exists, we first extracted HS-specific transcripts ([Table 4](#dsw051-T4){ref-type="table"}) and divided them in two pools comprised of (i) 14 transcripts containing an AS event inducing domain gain and/or loss ([Supplementary Materials S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, red) and (ii) 37 perfectly spliced transcripts ([Supplementary Materials S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, green). Second, expression levels of the underlying genes were compared for HS and CO of both cultivars and by this constantly expressed genes under both conditions could be identified ([Supplementary Materials S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The general tendency of expression levels was comparable between CO and HS for both pools supporting evidence for the proposed new layer of stress response ([Fig. 6](#dsw051-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Beside HSR regulated by up- or down-regulation of specific genes ([Fig. 6](#dsw051-F6){ref-type="fig"}; 1 and 3) we propose HSR by AS in the case of constant gene expression ([Fig. 6](#dsw051-F6){ref-type="fig"}; 2). The AS driven HSR can take place either under HS ([Fig. 6](#dsw051-F6){ref-type="fig"}; 2A) leading to a competing isoform or under CO ([Fig. 6](#dsw051-F6){ref-type="fig"}; 2B), at which the constitutively spliced isoform is expressed under HS. The transcript levels of selected genes supporting this new regulatory concept were verified by qPCR ([Supplementary Materials S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which revealed constant expression between CO and HS samples for both Moneymaker and Red Setter. Figure 6New putative regulatory pathways via AS due to HSR in pollen. The model shows two stages of regulating HSR: I. Transcript levels may be altered by reduction (1) or induction (3) of expression.; II. Independent of expression (2). For II. the HSR is regulated by AS creating isoforms leading to reduced/altered functionality. The concept of this regulation for HS (2A; Solyc09g074680; Solyc11g069490) and CO (2B; Solyc09g064920; Solyc06g069370) dependent AS is shown. Gene models for the annotated ITAG2.4 isoform and the HS or CO specific isoforms are provided as well as the domain architecture of the translated protein.

To exemplify regulation under HS by AS, we chose two candidates of the first pool (i), namely the ubiquitin ligase complex subunit Cullin 1B (Solyc09g074680) and the serine/threonine-protein phosphatase 6 regulatory subunit 3 (PP6R3, Solyc11g069490). Cullin proteins are evolutionary conserved proteins acting as scaffold in multi-subunit CRL complexes required for ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation.[@dsw051-B72] Cullin proteins are composed of a conserved cullin domain and a neddylation site.[@dsw051-B73] Conjugation of the ubiquitine-like molecule Nedd8 to the neddylation site leads to activation of the CRL complex.[@dsw051-B72] In addition, CRL complexes were shown to be involved in plant abiotic stress pathways including first indications for their involvement in temperature stress response.[@dsw051-B74] The isoform only detected under HS revealed retention of intron 17 leading to a PTC and a C-terminal truncation of 16.47%. The truncation comprised the entire neddylation site (Cullin_Nedd8) and a small portion of the cullin domain (Cullin). A possible effect of the truncation might be that the CRL complex is not fully assembled or remains in an inactive state due to the inability for neddylation. This assumption is supported by results in *Xaneopus laevis*, where C-terminally truncated *Cullin-1* constructs were shown to have negative effects on ubiquitination by titrating out endogeneous components into inactive complexes, leading to an increase of degradation targets.[@dsw051-B75] The second protein exemplifying response by AS under HS is PP6R3. PP6R3 forms together with the catalytic subunit PP6c and an ankyrin repeat-containing protein the heterotrimeric PP6 holoenzyme complex, which is required for regulation of different signaling pathways.[@dsw051-B76] The involvement of serine/threonine phosphatases in HSR was shown by overexpression of the AtPP5, which led to enhanced heat shock resistance of *A.thaliana*.[@dsw051-B77] The HS-specific PP6R3 isoform showed retention of intron 12 comprising a PTC leading to a truncation including about 51% of the SAPS domain. If the truncated SAPS domain is still functional, like in the case of domain atrophy,[@dsw051-B69] the binding to PP6c might still be feasible, as the SAPS domain is sufficient for binding. However, the interaction of PP6R3 with the ankyrin-repeat subunit would not be feasible anymore as the C-terminal region is required for interaction.[@dsw051-B78] This may suggest that like in the case of Cullin 1B, the observed PP6R3 isoform leads to inactive PP6 complexes having a contrary effect on signal transduction. In the end, these results exemplify our proposed model, at which the transcript abundance is constant but different AS isoforms serve as alternative layer of HSR.
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